Themed Learning: Our topic this term is Egypt. We will look in depth
about the achievements of this ancient civilisation. We will learn
about how and where the ancient Egyptians lived, what was
important to the daily lives of ancient Egyptians, who Tutankhamun
was and how mummies were made. We will also learn about how
Egyptian people used hieroglyphs to communicate and compare the
powers of different gods.
English:
This term, we are learning different forms of non fiction writing. We
will be focussing on newspapers, diary entries and persuasive writing.
We will explore the key features of these different forms of non
fiction developing their sentence structure, using past tense correctly
and using formal and informal writing styles correctly. This will all be
linked to our topic this term.

Maths: During this term, we will be focusing on measures and
geometry. We will be measuring, comparing, adding and subtracting
lengths, mass and volume whilst using 2D shapes to understand and
measure perimeter. We will start to tell and write the time from an
analogue clock including using Roman numerals, 12-hour and 24-hour
clocks. In geometry we will be drawing 2D shapes, constructing 3D
shapes, recognising angles and identifying horizontal, vertical,
perpendicular and parallel lines.

Science (Plants): We will learn the names of different parts of plants,
and the jobs they do. We will work scientifically and collaboratively to
investigate what plants need to grow well, and will present our findings to our classmates. Furthermore, we will have chance to
predict what will happen in an exciting investigation into the
transportation of water within plants. We will work in a hands-on way
to identify the parts of a flower, and will explore the different stages
of the life cycle of a flowering plant.
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Physical Development:
During our outside sessions this term we will be
focusing on the skills needed to compete in
games. This will allow us to develop our throwing
and catching skills that we have been working on
in previous terms. We will also be working with
our buddy in the opposite class.

Art and Design Technology:
The children will use a variety of printing methods
to create Egyptian inspired patterns and jewellery.

Computing:

Religious Education: This term, we will focus on
how we can make a difference in our world today.
We will look at children in need, red crescent, red
cross, Christian aid and the five pillars.

